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Each story covers a different kind of touch from accidental to friendly to hurtful and will help
children know how boundaries change depending on the context. This friendly picture
publication explains in simple terms how to tell the difference between suitable and
inappropriate touch, thus helping the child with special needs remain safe.The rules of physical
contact can be tricky to understand and children with special needs are in a heightened risk of
abuse.This book is an invaluable teaching resource and discussion starter for parents, teachers
and carers dealing with children with special needs. It explores when and where it is alright to
touch other people, when and where other people can contact you, why personal touching
sometimes must be private, and what to do if contact feels inappropriate.
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  The stories are written in cultural story formats, and so are fantastic.! Having said that this book
is among the many that people read as our "self help" kinda books. It also has chapters on what
it's appropriate to touch other people (hugs, pat on the trunk, etc. I browse this to my 6 year
aged to greatly help reinforce his own private awareness with topics that he struggles with or to
help prevent challenging because of his ADHD. Being conscious of what we have to work on is
the first rung on the ladder to making adjustments and hopefully using this method we can
prevent our kids from future frustrations and disappointments within themselves. It really is
simpler to mold them into respectful, responsible children at a younger age than it will be to
break bad habits down the road.! Every evening I choose 1 publication to increase the mix of his
own book choices, depending on what I am trying to make him aware of and train him coping
skills when it comes to stuff he struggled with that day or week. I hope this list is helpful. I know
I usually LOVE finding someone’s review that lists even more great books on these types of
topics as I am always searching for more resources!This is a list of some of my personal favorites
a long time about 4-8Supporting kids about making good choices:• That Guideline Doesn't
Connect with Me! Great detailed explanation of appropriate touch This is a book I'd highly
recommend for just about anyone, but particularly for kids who might have a harder time taking
social cues. I think overall this is an excellent book, but that this experiences of individual
children really should be considered before introducing this reserve. Personally i think like
sometimes books only cover the negative part of how someone else could touch a kid
inappropriately but don't provide a kid any clue as to what the kid themselves can do that's
inappropriate therefore i appreciated that about this book.)• What Were You Thinking? It really is
categorized by age group and the problems that come with that age)• Parenting Kids with ADHD:
10 Lessons That Medication Cannot Teach (APA Lifetools)• Smart Money Smart Children: Raising
another Generation to Win with Money• Driven to distraction• The strong willed child• Parenting
isn’t for cowards (I simply started reading but appear good up to now) Excellent for teaching on
the subject of respecting boundaries My six year-old child has been identified as having ADHD.
(speaking over/interrupting people)• What If Everybody Did That? That is a great book but has
some areas that could be better. Series (extremely short and to the point! from child’s
viewpoint)Lying, Bad Manners, Whining, Laziness, Posting, Stealing, My Bad Temper, ATTENDING
TO, Hurting Others, Disrespect, Greed, vandalism, bad terms, being a bad sport, video games,
bullying, cheating, homework, healthful eating.Helping kids manage their anger:• Mad Isn't Bad:
A Child's Book about Anger (Elf-Help Books for Kids)• I SIMPLY Do not like the Sound of Simply
no! My Story About Accepting No for an Answer and Disagreeing the Right Way! (Best Me I Can
Be) (WE LOVE THIS BOOK! Not really inappropriate at all!!! I love the use of repetitive language
to greatly help kids remember how to proceed.• A Little Book About Security (teaches kids
exactly what to do in the event they get dropped) (WE LOVE THIS BOOK!! Ideal for 3-5yr olds,
unique needs kids, ALL CHILDREN)Please go through these books before reading them to your
child ensure they're age/maturity level appropriate. I chose a few pages here or now there when
my son was 4 as a preventative measure. A kid-to-kid guide to keeping your private parts
personal• My Body Belongs to MeHelping children Learn about God and teaching good Morals to
live by (VeggieTales)• Every Day with God: 365 Daily Devos for Males• Growing Day by Day: 365
Daily Devos for BoysHelping Children learn responsibility with money:• Junior's Adventures: the
Boxed Established• The Berenstain Bears' Dollars and Feeling• Financial Peace JuniorParent
books: I have read over 30 books and they are the ones I liked• Raising Boys With ADHD: Secrets
for Parenting Healthy, Content Sons (LOVE this publication, great resources. I have passed this
book around to numerous friends! Awareness is paramount to Avoidance)• I Said No!• A



FANTASTIC Children's Guide to Touch: Teaching Public and Physical Boundaries to Children
(Good book to help discuss a difficult topic! I have already been using it for 3 years now.
Understanding how to Control Your Impulses (Executive Function)• My Mouth area Is definitely a
Volcano! I see what the reviewer means about the "bloodstream splotches," and I probably
wouldn't use it with an extremely traumatized child. She is also extremely affectionate, likely
because we have raised her using much touch, cuddling, holding, etc, and her extended family
members uses affectionate (appropriate) touch aswell.) I certainly wouldn't say it's "exceptional"
- there are several more books which cover "great touch, bad touch" better in my opinion. She is
showing natural curiosity about her body but also makes responses about women's breasts.
Great for therapy Therapist here. I have found so many that are instrumental in teaching about
receiving or refusing touch, but this is the only one There is that discusses the former concern.
Whether that's accurate or not really, she is remarkably hyperactive and impulsive. For non-
traumatized kids, that is an excellent pick out (I am a clinical psychologist and sex therapist as
well). For teaching kids about their bodies and "where babies result from," Sol Gordon has a
couple superb books. Cheers and all the best! great articles, poor illustration choices This book
is composed of different stories, each to instruct a different lesson about body boundaries.This
is a popular of mine, great for all ages. I must say i cannot praise this content of the stories
enough. However, the artwork design is baffling. On many of the pages there are reddish-brown
splotches and patterns, extremely reminiscent of dried blood. For a child who has not been
through something violent I don't think this art presents any kind of problem, but I'd not use this
book for a kid who provides either experienced or witnessed any violent trauma because of the
background art that's so suggestive of bloodstream spatter.)• But It's Not My Fault! This book is
excellent for teaching children when it is appropriate to touch others! (environmental
recognition)• LarryBoy and the Foolish Fig from Faraway (making good choices when close
friends aren’t)• The Berenstain Bears Display Some Respect (talking great to others)• The
Berenstain Bears and the Trouble with Chores• Squirmy Wormy: How I Learned to Help Myself
(even more autism concentrated)• God, I have to Speak to You about….)• Angry Octopus: An Anger
Administration StoryHelping Children keep themselves safe: In every reality we aren’t often
around to keep our kids safe, but we are able to give them the tools they need to handle
themselves if a predicament arises. I wish the book included even more about the “feelings” and
confusion that may exist with touch. It has been ideal for my kiddos with boundary concerns and
kids which have both been abused and struggle with appropriate touch. (Responsible Me! The
reserve covers the basics of touch that is comfortable and uncomfortable. I've a daughter in a
wheelchair so I really liked the component where they describe that no one should touch you in
your areas included in a swimwear *unless* they are helping you bathe or visit the bathroom.)
and how it would be inappropriate to contact others (striking, etc.! I always worry about mixed
messages since my daughter requirements assist in that area which publication clarifies the
difference.). (Responsible Me! for very young kids or special needs Repetitive and
comprehensive.. It is several sections lengthy, however, I just read one brief section a night time
to my daughter. This book is easily comprehended by her and she is four. Ideal for my child with
SPD Great book to explain different types of touch, and what's and isn't considered appropriate.
My son has SPD and cultural norms/personal space aren't possible for him, and I think this
reserve has helped a lot. Great for discussion Talks about the various type of touch, best for
teaching boundaries and having that debate with 3 and 4 year old Four Stars clear and
immediate. Another part I was happy they included was the chapter on how it's appropriate to
contact yourself when together with others (picking your nose is generally frowned upon in



interpersonal situations! Excellent. Great book, it is possible to read sections to handle specific
types of touch. Using for interpersonal skills instruction with principal students.. Kids will learn
sort of social tale for various touch encounters. Strongly recommend. Five Stars fantastic book, i
use this in outpatient therapy sessions with kids Five Stars This book is a great read and teaching
tool to use with kids. It's fine if you're looking to simply teach kids to .).." but I was longing for a
book to help young kids beyond that (like how exactly to arranged personal boundaries and
prevent someone if they are making them feel unpleasant... It's fine if you are seeking to simply
teach kids to "tell an adult.. Lovely appealing illustrations, obvious text, just enough info on each
web page. She, nevertheless, extends that to inappropriate others, such as for example
babysitters, teachers at college, and she'll even hug strangers.
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